
  

Machine learning in practice

Presentation of a simple ML task example
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Context

Virgo interferometer

Gravitational waves

Change of the relative 
length of the arms

Change of the interferences 
at the photodetector

Reconstruction of 
gravitational waves signal



  

Context

Actuators of mirrors Interferometer h
rec

Command

Model h
inj

We “inject” a sinusoid command at a precise frequency f, then we get the interferometer 
response at this frequency



  

Context



  

Context
We call:

 X = log(f) the “feature”

 y = hrec / hinj the “label”

We search a function F such as:

y = f(X)



  

Tools

Going further...



  

Preprocessing

Standardization :
Rescale data, “MinMaxScaler” is a linear 
transformation which make data fit between 0 and 1



  

Gaussian process regression
● A gaussian process is a set of gaussian random variables, 

indexed by a variable x,

● It is characterized by its mean “µ(x)”, and its covariance 
“cov(x1,x2)”

The covariance used in this example: cov (x1 , x2)=γ1
2
+γ2

2
×exp( (x1−x2)

2

2 l2 )

The regression is computed thanks to the input data, 
and the covariance matrix 



  

Tuning hyperparameters
Make a set of hyperparameter values, and test the algorithm with 
each hyperparameter value. 



  

Evaluate an algorithm

     Cross validation
● Split the dataset into two: The trainng dataset 

and the testing dataset,
● Train the algorithm with the Training dataset
● Predict the labels of the testing dataset,
● Compare the predicted labels with the true 

value of the label



  

Evaluate an algorithm

There are many algorithms to split the dataset,



  

Make prediction

● Define a regressor with optimized hyperparameters 
and fit model with data

● Predict values of label at the test dataset



  

Make prediction



  

Thank you for your attention
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